SUCCESSFUL PITCHING

What is a pitch?
A pitch is the first step in the process of selling an idea for a film. It is something you do face to face, or possibly over the telephone. You might pitch to anyone who wants to know what your film is about. It could be anyone from your mother to a top film executive you happen bump into in a lift. Hopefully you will be pitching because you have been invited to do so by a film company. 

Because of its compact nature, the most a pitch can do is interest someone in reading the script. Therefore you should never pitch anyone in the industry until you have a finished script in place. No one will give you a green light on the basis of a pitch alone, especially if you have no track record. 

Do your research – know what kind of stuff the Film Council, Working Title etc would like. Know who you are pitching to. What are they looking for? Will they come up with the goods? 

The key elements of a pitch:
Story
Resonance
Genre
Images
Title

When you pitch, the main thing you should be trying to communicate is the story. Make sure your protagonist has a clear, external goal and a flaw, but when they try to achieve their goal they come up against obstacles. Think of it as, “It’s about a person who wants to do this BUT…..” 

Stories are often compiled out of considering what a character is least equipped to do. A story is about a moment of choice, the most difficult one ever – what a character decides to do at significant crossroads in their life. 

When you are pitching, there is no time to convey all the subtle nuances of your story. You must be disciplined and impart only the information most central to plot. 
Pitch template
Title – can you imagine yourself saying “can I have a ticket to …?”
Time and Place Be precise e.g. Tokyo, present day.
Genre –drama, romantic comedy, psychological thriller etc  
Protagonist –name, in this order;
	Name
Age
Sex
Occupation
One adjective about his/her state of mind
His/her objective in the film
What is stopping them from getting that objective?
Does she get her goal?
What does she learn from the experience?
If it helps communicate the image of the film, name the actor type e.g. a Julia Roberts type.
Audience
What do we learn from watching all this unfold?

What a producer/financier wants;  

1. Budget 
It is fine to write a film for a high budget if it can easily attract a top Hollywood star and has a clearly defined audience of wide appeal. It would be ridiculous to write big and complicated action or special effects sequences with many different locations into an obscure art-house film. Once you have won over a producer with the story, the first thing he will be thinking is  “Can I make this film for the kind of revenue it can command?”

2. Strategy
Whilst a producer might like an idea, most production companies tend to specialise in certain genres. For instance, it would be useless pitching a slash horror to a company that produce happy, family-orientated comedies. 

3.Unique Selling Point 
Your film might be well written, but if it is too similar to another recent popular film it is unlikely to sell.
 
4. A New Voice
Producers are always looking for writers with a new take on the world. It is fine to address an old subject such as relationships, but it is essential to make sure the treatment of the subject offers a fresh insight. 

5. Is it cinematic? 
Film is all about the image. It is essential that the producer forms pictures in his mind when listening to your pitch. In addition, there must be a big distinction between the impact of your story in comparison to the kind of thing you might see on television. 

6. The Big Screen 
Is your story epic enough? Films must be cinematic in nature -  not necessarily full of action but with a powerfully emotional journey. Whilst in television series characters only go through small character growth, film characters must be shown to go through the most important emotional change of their lives.

Technique
Create a log line for your film. Usually under 25 words in length, a log line should convey the essence of the story and encourage the listener to want to know more. It is what you would see on the poster – the tag indicating possibly the genre as well as the tone. It should contain the core dilemma for the character, i.e. ‘This is what Julia would be but…. ‘

When pitching, make sure there are no barriers between you and the person you are pitching to. Never read a pitch from the page as it will cause you to look down and disconnect. Do not stand behind a table or hide behind a note book. 

If the buyers’ arms are folded get him to pass you something to unblock him. If your legs are crossed, face them towards the buyer. Open your arms when pitching if you want an honest answer. Move closer, be confident and make yourself part of the group. In addition, do not put anything in negative terms and don’t tell them what isn’t there.

Break the ice - if you are no good at telling jokes, then ask them a question in reference to your film e.g. if your film is about infidelity, ask, is monogamy possible? Make your pitch short and leave a lot to the imagination – enough to spark the mind of the person you are pitching to. 

Consider the amount of description you include in a pitch. Only refer to something if it serves dramatic purpose. Train yourself to get to the point quickly; too much detail will only kill the imagination of the audience. Don’t say things such as “Every time he has a dilemma it goes into black and white” since this is describing technique, rather than going into the dilemma itself. Avoid saying general and ultimately vacuous statements such as ‘This is gritty urban realism’ – get onto the story. 

It is essential to keep up the level of energy when pitching to someone. You must be able to convey what turned you onto the idea in the first place and get them as enthused as you are. It doesn’t matter how many times you have already pitched it, you must do it with the original excitement. To do this you must know your script inside and out and be able and confident to talk around the subject and answer any questions. Think of it as trying to pitch the bank not to charge you for your overdraft. Believe in what you are saying. Never pitch anything you cannot defend. Never invite a question you are not able to answer. 

Placing the listener inside the story is the key to getting them to empathise with the main character. Try ‘Imagine your were….’, getting them to picture themselves into the film. Go one further and make the feel like they came up with the idea themselves. 

Think of it as an interview – what do they want? As with an interviewer, they are desperate to find something and it is up to you to work out what that is and give it to them. If you have more than one project, be sure to concentrate on one at a time or you will confuse your listener.

Make them feel like the film is going to go ahead whether they give you the money or not. Everyone wants to be part of something they feel is going to take off. Be clear about your goal because they will ask you at the end. 

Wear what you always wear, apart from a suit - do not try and outsmart the listener. Do not flirt - it will undermine your professionalism. Make sure you are pitching to the right person. It will could be a waste of time if they are not the decision makers although, if you impress someone, they may convince someone higher up to read your script. Don’t get up from your chair too early when you have done your pitch but also do not overstay your welcome or bring in another pitch as you are leaving. Also, always remember to thank them for their time.

When you are pitching, the most important job is to convey your enthusiasm for the project, specifying exactly who your audience are. Be clear; It is essential that everyone understands what your story is about. Try your pitch out on everyone then, if no one picks it up, move on to the next idea and make that a winner.

And if you are still having problems selling your ideas - go and do two weeks in telesales!

Further reading:

Pitching Hollywood by Jonathan Koch, Robert Kosberg, Tanya Meurer Norman
Breakfast with Sharks: A Screenwriter's Guide to Nailing the Pitch by Michael Lent

